Effect of mediators of innate immunity and inflammation on CD8+ veto cells.
Methods of allotolerance induction that are successful in mice often fail in primates. Activators of innate immunity derived from microbial pathogens, which are present in primate populations but not in pathogen-free mouse colonies, have been shown to overcome tolerance induction by co-stimulatory blockade or regulatory T cells. Unlike other strategies, veto cells promote long-term allograft survival in primates. Accordingly, the authors hypothesized that veto cells are resistant to the effects of innate immune activation. Using mixed lymphocyte reactions as a model of alloimmunization, the authors assessed the effect of inflammatory mediators on veto cell activity. RESULTS.: The authors demonstrate that the activity of veto cells is unaltered by lipopolysaccharide, double-stranded RNA, or interferon-gamma. Tumor necrosis factor-alpha modestly inhibited the veto effect, but only when veto cells were limiting. These findings may help to explain why veto cell-based therapies are more effective than other approaches in primate populations.